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Suzanne Scott introduced Martin Kennedy the speaker. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Explained the process - Goals and Objectives 
to go through the 7 sub groups or 7 topics then go through questions 
and comments. If we are getting no where on an issue we will move 
on. Identify where there is agreement and disagreement and move on. 
Speak concisely, constructive, team and positive debate. We are not 
here to discuss the wording, but the clauses of the statement. 

ROD MACLEOD: The agenda is fine but as a large group we need to 
decide what the number of the sub-groups is going to be. 
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MARTIN KENNEDY: Make sure to come to one solution where there 
is an agreement. Where there is disagreement need to find a solution. 
PA UL: The reason behind the letter that is to be sent out to schools is 
to ensure that the students of the schools were not left out of the 
process. giving reasons for them to have faith in the Steering 
Committee. Draft letter of Steering Committee is to give each person a 
basis to work from, it is a necessary step to get things moving. 

NICK BENEDICT: The document (not a constitution) its to be 
rearranged in paragraphs but basic points are there to be discussed or to 
work from. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Good to be open and incorporate people. 
Does not think this is just a conference but a real founding meeting. 
Would have been more manageable to form a small group. We really 
want to define what we will do and not to incorporate people. 
Supports this letter as a member of other schools have gone to Ottawa 
not knowing about letter from the Steering Committee. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Necessary to have present discussion regarding 
the Steering Committee; have to re visit this document as a foundin g 
ground. Necessary to avoid revisiting it in the Spring. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Does not think it is necessary to address it 
now. 

DELEGATE: There are two groups here: one not comfortable th~t 
there are schools which need to know .. Need to decide now what type 
of letter is sent out. 
T AZ PIRMOHAMED: This is a problem to be resolved before 
Sunday, when we draft a letter to be sent out. Need to define our goals. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Is the goal whether we want the organization 
or not. The question is when - now, Spring or in 10 years. Can be 
decided later in the afternoon. 

LEAH COSTELLO: Need to discuss, before now. Need to address 
the issue now. Why discuss it next time, really getting tired of this, it 
is important to do it now . 
LISA GRUSHCOW: Need to do this now do not want to waste all this 
work. Wants it to be a viable organization so let's make it here now. 
Everybody needs to be included. We have a chance to do something, 
we shouldn't waste it. 
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ALEX STEPHENS: Needs to know where is the attention is focussed 
on. 
DAVID DREWE: Which issues can we agree on now? 
SUSAN SCOTT: We know that there are perceptions at Ottawa. 
Students in some schools now are alleviated. Should we suggest an 
organization here or next Spring. Need to incorporate the schools out 
there so we need to move on. 
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DELEGATE: Have the letter, lets do something with it. Let' s try to 
drafc something here on the letter we now have. Can take it to our third 
meeting and debate on it. 
JEFF LESLIE: Need to work on our paper if we have consensus go on 
or get to a point. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Don't want to be a second CFS, hence the need to 
build a strong constitution. A lot of people have been excluded from 
this conference. Should we include strictly undergraduate university? 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Need to go through constitution section by 
section and decide what to do. We have not decided what to do on 
Sunday. Suggest a proposal to have both groups happy to have a 
constitution and decide on Sunday what to do with this constitution. 

ANDREW MCELHERAN: At Ottawa, broke down on constitution 
hence we need to consider constitution now and if any problem bring it 
up on Sunday. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Does anyone need to change the order of the 
questions? Start from objectives and questions will flow from there. 

SUSAN SCOTT: Explains the reason for the draft of the 7 issues of 
the agenda. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: This is the document drafted and if everyone 
agrees on it fine, if not will make changes. 

STEPHEN CODRINGTON: On the question of why only 
undergraduate students, there is a council for graduate students 
lobbying on their behalf. Why being exclusive or focussed. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Thinks we should commit ourselves to 
undergraduate students. 
LEAH COSTELLO: Can't talk about structures before we talk about 
issues. Some of the main issues are beyond undergraduates and that is 
why we should focus on undergraduates. 
ROD MACLEOD: There is no point in starting out in that way - focus 
only on undergrads. Need to be some way to define our focus. The 
more students represented the better lobby with the Government. 
Focus of our group is to deal with the issues outlined. Do not have to 
say its undergrads, the policy will say. 
Representation for many students lead to frustration. Really does not 
like the word "united" - could we say we represent student's issues on 
behalf of undergrads. 
STEPHEN CODRINGTON: Full time/part time students have a lot of 
common interest. Don't think we should mislead students . Think we 
should focus. 
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SUZANNE SCOTT: Undergrad students become frustrated with CFS 
and formed their own organization but have no intention of joining our 
organization. 
DAVID DREWE: If we represent only undergrad students it would be 
more cohesive. If college students etc. want to join say "no" not 
worthwhile to put into constitution. College student etc. will solve 
their own issues. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Question of salaries for under grad 
teachers/research will not be a general issue. Need to highlight key 
issues to make an effective organization necessary co have an alliance 
with different organizations. 
LEAH COSTELLO: We should stay separate as the Government will 
I is ten co each Post Secondary Institution but can be open co listen to 
other students. · 
ANDREW MCELHERAN: We need to now find a middle ground or 
we will go back to same thing on Sunday. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Let us disregard personal hang-ups as there are 9 
provinces represented here. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Regarding Section C, want to make sure that 
there is a focus on the policy issues. There are many issues facing PS 
students. 
KYLE KASA WSKI: Goals - location - constitution form national 
organization. Points raised were: 
-effective to lobby government 
-this is a think tank 
-to get where we want 
1. revisit principles of organization 
2. fees and voting (2/3 50% + l of pop for favour 
3. regional membership 
4. enter and withdrawal 
-talk about looking at constitution 
-tomorrow hope for constitution 

SHAUNA CURRY: What happened in Ottawa to the Steering 
Committee'? 
ROD MACLEOD: We can't get a word on page without going through 
differences. Agree upon principles, we could go on committee. 
Suggestion is to move on to the details and go over the goals. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Make sure we do the specifics. Go back to 
constitution tomorrow. 
USA GRUSHCOW: Designate minutes to show we got to di scussion. 
Pros - cons - rationals. 
MARTIN KENNEDY : There are 7 questions. 
l. overall governing 
-relative formality and informality 
JEFF LESLIE: Small and simple - low cost efficient. Same as two 
months ago in Ottawa. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Two hours of procedural masturbation. Wants 
concise points . 
JEFF LESLIE: Centralize organization, one vote by school 

MARTIN KENNEDY : Commented on the president and vice 
president. 
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JEFF LESLIE: One researcher, one spokesperson, regional rep on 
executive, one chairperson, one assistant/secretary. Set up in Ottawa 
office in Ottawa with 3 people. treasurer in office 
LISA GRUSHCOW: All full-time? 
JEFF LESLIE: Chairperson and secretary full time. 
SUZANNE SCOTT: Elaborate. Board of Directors: three or four 
elected on regions, three or four at large - best from region . 

MARTIN KENNEDY: 
1. Fully regional representation 
2. open voting 
3. ? 
JEREMY ADAMS: What are powers of the Board. Look to page 4 . 

ROD MACLEOD: Let us get focussed on issue 
l. who is in office 
2. who is on the Board of Directors 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Already had this, go back to staff structure, 
what came out of Ottawa. Is there any different ways? 

SUZANNE SCOTT: Research fulltime and AA/EA, because research 
knows meetings 
ALEX STEPHENS: What is AA 
KYLE KASA WSKI: Secretary 

MARTIN KENNEDY: What is the best way - Suzanne O.K. 

JEFF LESLIE: We should see what happened in Ottawa. Two things: 
1. office should be in Ottawa 
2. who is full time staff. Duties for three people 
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Work on issues one at a time. In Ottawa in GBC, meeting talked about 
lobby group wants everyone to get information OA Chair and Research 
must be separate. 
STEPHEN CODRINGTON: Should we be in full time roles? We 
don't need an office in Ottawa. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Structure dependant on fees and cash reflect 
finances. 
DAVID DREWE: Thought office was consented. On a campus or 
apartment with location in Ottawa. 

ALL: It is O.K. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Nature of Board of Directors, doesn't decide 
on policy. 

LISA GRUSHCOW: The point of regional representation should be 
used. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Board able to recommend members. Policy 
not reflective on regions will be a fact. 
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JEREMY ADAMS: There should be a way for communication. 
MARTIN KENNEDY: Executive? 
ROD MACLEOD: Role of Board is to handle the day to day 
functions. Organize general meetings and administration. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: President, Vice-President and composition of 
the Executive. 

ROD MACLEOD: In Ottawa chair, represented from five regions, 
treasurer. This executive get together four times in a year. 
WENDY STEW ART: Is the treasurer out of regional reps? 
ROD MACLEOD: General meeting out of Ottawa - all. 
SUZANNE SCOTT: Chair is full time, are the five regional reps in 
Ottawa? 
ROD MACLEOD: Only four meetings a year. 
SHAUNA CURRY : Just agreeing on principals? 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: What is Board of Directors and Executive. 
DELEGATE: What are the salaries? 
JEFF LESLIE: Commented on being cost effective. 
WENDY STEWART: Disagree from treasurer selected from five 
regional reps. 
SUZANNE SCOTT: Propose another structure. 6 or 7 on board. 3 
elected from the region and 3 At-Large. Everyone would elect 3 
people. 
DELEGATE: What are the regions? 
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SUZANNE SCOTT: Could have 3 or 4, wants a balance (west, central 
east) . . 
STEPHEN CODRINGTON: Accepts the regions from Ottawa. 
Treasurer wants to consider accountant who works with a national 
structure. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Wants more than 3. ls important that the 
president - spokesperson is accountable. Should not elect president. 
Recommend the president be appointed for two years. 
MICHAEL: He likes elected better. 
DA VE DREWE: Likes At-Large members, could be 3 regions, non
voting. 
DELEGATE: Why do we want an At-Large membership? 
SUZANNE SCOTT: Regional rep is important but it loses best person 
for job. For sake of the Board. 
ROD MACLEOD: Disagree, even if country is broken up. Ontari o 
could vote in three reps because of their size. One rep from 3 regions -
no way of over - representation. We have to keep people accountable. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Regional board keeps accountable . 
ROD MACLEOD: Spokesperson accountable? Hold accountable by 
election better. Person must be a student. 
JUSTIN: Do they have to drop school for this. 
ROD MACLEOD: Yes, they would. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Does anyone disagree with first. 
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SUZANNE SCOTI: Objects to the first proposal. They do not 
represent Ontario. Treasurer dos not need to be separate. 
STEPHEN CODRINGTON: Thinks that there should be 5 from 
regions and 1 At-Large. 
PAUL: At-Large rep. is not really necessary. 
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NICK BENEDICT: Thinks every region will take the best rep anyway. 
LISA GRUSHCOW: The reps run the show and disseminate 
information. Wants simple and cost effective. Reps will just say what 
is going on. Agrees with model. 
DA YID DREWE: Objects to 1 of 5 being treasurer. 
SHAUNA CURRY: Regional rep will be treasurer. 
MICHAEL: We need a treasurer. Suggest that 5 persons will have a 
vote, treasurer has no vote. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Treasurer should be on board of directors (part of 
5) board should be auditor. Treasurer as unelected At-Large is no 
good. Financial matters should go to part of 5. 
ROD MACLEOD: If treasurer was not in Ottawa they are useless. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Treasurer should be hired. Someone in office 
must be part of office. 
ROD MACLEOD: Treasurer can draw up Ottawa. 
KYLE KASAWSKI: Staff member that can do books and a board of 
directors from 5 regional reps. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: President elected or employee hired. 

JUSTIN THOMPSON: President should be hired for continuity. They 
do not speak on behalf of group they carry the message forward. 
ROD MACLEOD: They should put in job description for election. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Workers from elected do not always do the 
best job. 
LISA GRUSHCOW: They must trust members if they are elected. 
STEPHEN CODRINGTON: Should be hired by regional reps. 
Elected president is not good_ Hired will follow way of the Board. 
SUZANNE SCOTI: The person must be a student. 

ALL: O.K. 

STEPHEN CODRINGTON: Different in regions will put 
accountability in question. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: They are a spokesperson, elected and student . 
Move on · 

JEFF LESLIE: Research position 5 reps and spokesperson would 
select a spokesperson (recommended by the Board). 
JEREMY ADAMS: A full time staff member. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Staff are not ratified by members .. What is the 
cost? 
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JEFF LESLIE: $125,;000. 
ROD MACLEOD: $140,000. 
STEPHEN CODRINGTON: $140,000. is good 
JEFF LESLIE: Reads from package on costs. Executive $30, 
research, office $40. There is not enough money for accountant. 
ROD MACLEOD: 140,000. to 175,000. is it O.K.? 
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DAVID DREWE: $175,000. is a must should not be a range. 
ANDREW MCELHERAN: Chair must be bilingual or have to learn to 
be practical in Ottawa. 

MARTIN KENNEDY: Should spokesperson be in both language? 

ROD MACLEOD: Person must take steps to learn if they don't. 
MICHAEL:. Can they read, write and speak? You need both 
languages. Should enter knowing and speaking language. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Has to be a facility for bilingual. Should be not 
commitment. Doesn't like writing in both official languages as is too 
expensive. Office must work in both languages. 
STEPHEN CODRINGTON: Thinks there is room to work on 
language. 
NICK BENEDICT: Shouldn't restrict to total bilingual. Will pay 
elected to learn language. 
DA YID DR.EWE: If they are students extensive language is hard to 
learn. 
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Suzanne Scott instroduced Morizieau Bevilacqua, North York MP 
parlimentary secretary for Minister Axworthy. 

MORIZIEAU BEVILACQUA: 
Social security review is the challenge but this group understands the 
challenge. Dealing with a changing world , old way does not work. How to 
modernize? ICR funding already exists but how to come to common ground 
to meet everyone's need. Regional concerns will also have to be addressed. 
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T RA NSFERS 

TUITION 

TRANSFERS 

STUDENT 
LOANS 

TUITION 

TRANSFERS 

PAUL: Questions have come up over the last few months in town meelin os 
etc What makes up the portion taken out of the system? Where does the 

0 

money come from in the short term? 
MP: Two million in the year 2006 - towards zero cash transfer money ooin o 
back into system to give to anyone who wants. 

0 0 

PAUL: Eight billion is chopped. 
MP: Taking out two billion could be less? Notion of boom strappers 
because of them need the expansion. The average age has increased. Need 
to enhance money in service otherwise tax points will rise. Provinces also 
are responsible, 8 billion comes from the Federal Government, increase in 
tuition. 50% from them but being told not doing enough. ICR will allow 
continual use not ended by 2006. 
PAUL: Maybe we thought all would come out at once. 
MP: Is a difference between taxpoints and transfers. Not getting rid of 
transfers rather different form of use. Deferred grants now exist. 
PAUL: 6.1 billion threshhold - will additional money be put into education 
after the year 2006? 

MP: Yes, correct thus in the end you get more money. 
PA UL: What is projected tuition increase? 
MP: Some marginal increase, universities set tuition not us. Maybe some 
increase but some numbers are ridiculous. 

JASON ALLEN: Two conflicting reports. Green Paper - replace transfer 
and you state not all 2.6 billion replaced? 
MP: 2.6 billion increase, 2 to 3 million a year until 2006. Do you want 2.6 
billion today or 400 million down the road. How to use it effectively? 
ROD MACLEOD: Is still confused. 2.6 billion may use 3 to 500 million 
point of debate but what happens to the rest of the money. We are under the 
impression cash will go to deficit reduction. 
MP: 2.6 equels cash and grants. 
DA VE DREWE: Forum on campus but first time. Who does 
communication strategy? 
MP: This is very different from before. 
DA VE DREWE: None of us have been informed. The facts are not as 
reported as much as demonstrations. 
T AZ PIRMOHAMED: Graph is not adequately labeled. Long term 
government, no cash transfers. 
MP: Tax points are going up so the Provincial Government is getting more. 

T AZ PIRMOHAMED: Commented on more money for student loans. 
MP: Yes, once trust fund sustained money can be put back into system . 

JUST IN THOMPSON: Tuition increase clarification. EPF is now natline 
thus money decreases to the University, am I incorrect? 
MP: Reality is a system is needed to educate. Need to share load. Question 
is the issue that post secondary education is increasing more than the money 
available. 

JUSTIN THOMPSON: Commented on EPF. Maintain a level of money 
transfer. If that is the consensus of the Canadian people. Concerned of 
turning money into loan system. 
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FUNDING 

TRANSFERS 

UNDERGRAD/ 
RESEARCH 

EARMARKING 

STUDENT 
LOANS 

l. Decline in Funding 
-Investment in Canadian future economy 
-Will result in decrease of quality of education 
-Determine goal of transferability between universities 
Has a cost/benefit analysis done for all of Canada. Please look at that before 
cutting EPF. 
2. Federal role in money transfers 
-provinces takes tax point credits 
-define it more, provide more recognition for federal -more accountability by 
provinces 
3. Earmark for undergrad and research - EPF will go from research. 
divided so limit directly to undergrad and some directly to research so 
students do not pay through tuition. 
4. Students are confused. Provinces, federals and students should sit and 
talk. Need clearness of who funds. If EPF maintained, current model needs 
to be reviewed to better reflect student/pop ratio. 

DA VE DREWE: Exicted about earmarking. Lack of recognition exists. 
Mechinism available on improving knowledge. Everyone gains. 
MP: Need to listen also and it is too early to decide but will get a better 
feel.. Earmarking becoming more talked about. As to defining PSE, been in 
favour of key state holders to better understand everything. As federals have 
to be careful. Recognition and globalization occurring. 

T AZ PIRMOHAMED: Student loan - looking at a way of student aid. 
ICLR in general good but many ways of manifesting. 

1. Must be hannonized between Provincial and Federal 
Too complex. Need to start from scratch and not mold two systems together, 
we feel new system best idea. 
2. Managable debt loads 
Difficult to determine exact load varies 
3. Living costs 
Education only 115 of actual cost and should be included in loans. 
4. Portability 
So students can move from province to province and loan follows students, 
internationally as well. 
5. Accessibility 
Recognize different needs ect. and not towards type. Tax deductible interest 
as it is for our own good eg. available but have not come out with a model. 
federals are needed to help with data. Minimum income threshold. 

MP: Principles are quite sound, it is the type of system we would like. 5.9% 
unemployed educated students need something that is fair for all students no 
matter what type. Also educating adults. 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: What do you think of new system? 
MP: Long term where collectively the entire picture should be done but will 
not happen now. 
T AZ PIRMOHAMED: But it should be done, now and everything should be 
looked at as a group. 
MP: General discussion is what we are having. Provinces have to agree too 
and l doubt that will happen by 6 February. 
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VOUCHER 
SYSTEM 

STUDENT 
LOANS 

LISA GRUSHCOW: Talking about fairness, those from lower income shall 
be paying more. 
MP: ICLR can be good or bad; we want it good, changes were recently 
made, government will absorb some cost. Right now in shaping. You have 
to make sure opportunities given to generate wealth 

ALEX STEPHENS: Share reservations, concerned if voucher system 
created this will effect long term balance for region and quality of education 
offered by facilities. 
MP: Would like to see your suggestions. 
ALEX STEPHENS: Block transfers, tuition will go up but problems with 
voucher as students control interpeted Green Paper as offering voucher 
system. 
MP: Why are we doing this if money is available. But... more people than 
money. 

ROD MACLEOD: One clear issue brought up you seem keen on aslcing 
students. 
l . Accessibility - open to combination of grants bursaries, remission 
program, subsidies 
2. Target - graduation with ICLR loan but at one point cannot make a 
payment, the government will subsidize. 
MP: You mean differ. 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: Off of Austrilian system. 
ROD MACLEOD: Takes out problem of having programs for each person, 
works for everyone. 
JEREMY ADAMS: More people are going back to university. Do not think 
first time systems users should pay costs for those returning. We are 
concerned on quality. Older people integrated will effect this. Those 
coming out of high school will have a higher loan. University is not a 
retraining program. 
MP: We cannot be blind to reality, but what are they going to do as they 
will be loosing. 
PAUL ESTABROOKS: Income base rebate process - can apply on rebate 
for outstanding payments, helps out those who would never repay the loan. 
Idea for managable debt loan. 
BETH OWEN: Boot Strapper argument - due to need of money by younger 
students they are not the only reason for the age level has increased. 
MP: Those people exist and we must also help them. What percentage of 
people go to work before university. Major poi~t is we need to address the 
change in our society. We benefit at having them at school. How do we get 
a better system. 
STEVE CODRINGTON: Paper opens a can of worms. Education 
innovation blue sky thinking is needed. Paper discusses fiscal and social -
people do want to volunteer eg. literacy program. How we can be efficient -
graduation tax, increase tax incentives for university donations. Increase 
distance education. Students want to get involved with the Federal 
Government. 
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Proposal on Student Loan Refonn 

KYLE KASA WSKI: Harmonization of Canadian and Provincial student 
loans, any disagreement? 
NICK BENEDICT: Note that the Federal Government respect the previous 
agreements. 
KYLE KASA WSKI: Is it possible for the Province to still be flexible with 
income contingent vs. income sensitive . . 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: We need consensus on this or some principles. 

Brief discussion ensued on the conference schedule. 

T AZ PIRMOHAMED: Draw attention to Statement of Principle at 
W.E.M .. S. 

Brief discussion ensued on Karen Wichuk, University of Alberta. ie.: very 
good looking. 

CHAIR: is everyone in agreement to the idea that loan investments and as 
such the interest paid on them should be tax deductible? 
KYLE KASA WSKI: Explained. 
GURMEET AHLUWALIA: Explained further. 
ALEX USHER: Seems to stretch, it's rational limits, market metaphor 
going too far. 
SUZANNE SCOTT: It is stretching but arguments can be made. or a 
compromise found. 
ROD MACLEOD: It can be put down, but nobody will buy it 
GURMEET AHLUWALIA: Figures accounting law might be used to 
support this. eg. Education tax credit might be bumped up. 
CHAIR: Should we include it? 

Agreed by general consensus to include this. 

CHAIR: Next issue: Discussion of Income Contingent Programs and 
income sensitive loans. 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: If we endorse this as a concept there are a number of 
ways that we can make it work. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Possibility to give free reign issue among provinces. 
Urges sticking with a income contingent system. 
STEVE CODRINGTON: What about income contingent loans that are 
reflective on future income 
CHAIR: Steve's proposal is on the floor. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Not a good idea, needs to be a concrete proposal. 
Should not be airy/fairy. More beneficial is income contingent. The big 
commodity is that this is not a direct funding to individuals. 
DAVID DREWE: Does not agree with Steve. need to endorse specific 
proposal and not start from scratch. 
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CHAIR: You are all endorsing a loan system that is reflective of income 
contingency. Yes. 

ANDREW MCELHERAN: Need tO frame this properly. Alberta and 
Newfoundland model is the most likely model. We should not bet all our 
chips on this point 
ROD MACLEOD: In principle we are in support of ICRL but not in 
downloading of tuition. Secondly, his Students' Union has pro ICRL policy, 
some things have changed though. Third, if we do support it we will be the 
first student group to do so, this giving vs. more bargaining power. 
PAUL: Cautiously neutral, need stipulations so it is not a blank cheque of 
approval. 
ALEX: Need to add some factors, minimum income threshold, defined 
amortization period etc. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Need to clarify "contingency" (he defines it here), 
therefore it is appropriate and we need to move on. 
LEAH COSTELLO: We need to look closely at the details in order to gain 
support. 
WENDY STEW ART: What about the question of accessibility. Is it 
discriminatory. 
STEVEN DOAK: Thinks Ontario is the only jurisdiction that has a test 
project on ICLR. We will need a lot of research. 
PAUL: New Brunswick has a model of ICLR. 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: A few. additions to the first statement. Should not 
be used to download debt, based on principle of manageable debt loads, 
should include living costs, grant programs for people of high need. 
STEVE DOAK: To add: support of a multi-tier system. complete support 
for high need people receiving grants. Need stipulation to have debt written 
off after 20 to 25 years. It should have interest rate set so that it can be paid 
off within 20 years. Making money for government ... loses train of 
thought 
SUZANNE SCOTT: It should not be used as an easy excuse to increase 
tuition. · 
JEFF LESLIE: Need to look at whether we want a reform or a whole new 
program. If we look at reform we need to look at what is wrong with the 
current system. Problem with system now is that it is not flexible . 
NICK BENEDICT: First: if we propose this we should redo it from ground 
up. Second: if this is open to all we cannot do too much interest 
subsidization, it allows for overuse. Brings up idea of rebates. 
ANDREW MCELHERAN: We will be starting from scratch anyway, but 
we should respect good points of the current system. Needs more flexibility 
regarding "means test". There is a level of debt that is always too much. 
Need to address other forms of student loans. 
PAUL: Good possibility to incorporate Interest Rebate Program. Does put 
pressure on the Government not to raise tuition. 

CHAIR: We are going to take a three minute break now. 
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DA VE DREWE: Two points. With universality of loans, Axworthy would 
say $2,000. per student/year; need to look at saying no to ICLR as it is 
offered now. 
NICK BENEDICT: Need to look at where we are trying to go. 
KYLE KASA WSKI: Idea is that we need loan forgiveness and need 
assessment. 

CHAIR: Can we start general discussion on principles? Yes. 
Do we support ICLR? Yes. 
Do you all agree that income contingent should not be used to 
download debt or raise tuition? Yes. 

SHAUNA CURRY: We can pass this on to provinces. 
CHAIR: Does everyone agree that there should be manageable debt loads? 
JEFF LESLIE: What is manageable? How much is government willing to 
forgo? Do we leave this issue to later? 
JEREMY ADAMS: Wants to clarify. Manageable needs to be clarified. It 
is not a particular money figure. It is not a national figure. We need to 
relate it to personal situations so the Federal Government will look at it. 

CHAIR: Do we agree that there should be a manageable debt load? No 

NICK BENEDICT: I got a problem with using words like manageable. The 
Government can take it and use it against it. 
LISA GRUSHCOW: We should consider using student participation in 
defining this. · 

CHAIR: Does that solve the problem? Yes. 

CHAIR: Should we look at Lisa's proposal? Yes. 

ROD MACLEOD: I would like to bring up $16,000. it is a low number. 
Using government's figures it seems impractical that the government would 
move this. 
DA VE DREWE: Thinks we need to resolve previous issue. 
NICK BENEDICT: Need to define student representation. 
DARRELL HYNES: Need to define what is a reasonable debt load. 
CHRIS LENNON: We need to define manageable with a national scope. 
We need to be more cautious and not get ahead of ourselves. 
CHAIR: We need to resolve Lisa's proposal. 
JEREMY ADAMS: " recognized Student Association" works in Ontario. 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: Willing to remove "manageable" use federal cap. 
LEAH COSTELLO: We do not want to limit ourselves to $16,000. Some 
students may want more. 
STEVE: That would be a small number of students, they could go co the 
bank. 
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CHAIR: What is your decision regarding debt load? No resolution. Issue 
now is manageable debt loads. Should we move this discussion to another 
time? No. 

CHRIS LENNON: Yes, we agree in principle of manageable debt loads but 
this is an opened ended conversation. I do not think we can do this tonight. 
GURMEET AHLUWALIA: Are there two ways to look at this. Is it good 
for students because it limits debts and does it convince the Government to 
keep tuition low; does it affect accessibility, is it restrictive. 
KYLE KASAWSKI: We will never define this, let's move on. 

NICK BENEDICT: We all think it should be manageable, but we do not 
want to give the Government a blank cheque. Fixing money requires 
research, we will accept that provisionally but if they want to change this 
they should consult it. 
CHAIR: How do people fee about this proposal? 
BETH OWEN: Are people looking at different levels and caps? 
ALEX: We are reasoning that part of the emphasis is that we need to control 
tuition fees? 
ROD MACLEOD: Does anyone really oppose Nick's proposal. No. 

CHAIR: A model of ICLR will account for living costs? (above cost of 
books and tuition). Yes 

KYLE KASA WSKI: Student loan money should follow students, 
portability. 
CHAIR: Does everyone agree? 
KYLE KASA WSKI: I think it should be internationally too. 
CHAIR: O.K .• do we agree in portability? Yes. 

CHAIR: Now accessibility. 
ROD MACLEOD: Minister Axwonhy already eludes to portability, we 
should reaffirm in our policy. 
CHAIR: Back to accessibility. 
CHRIS LENNON: With any ICRP system it naturally favours those who 
can pay it back sooner. Need to equalize access. 
PAUL: Idea of interest rate rebates. These things bring down debt We 
need to look at it further. 
JEREMY ADAMS: I agree. to sum up (without committing to set years and 
groups) 1) - we must create a student aid system that is accessible to 
students. Includes loans, grants. subsidies. bursary, rebates, remission. 
forgiveness. 
LISA GRUSHCOW: Would like extra sentence acknowledging socio
economic factors which make accessibility an issue. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: That was in summary that will preface. 
ALEX: We should "promote" accessibility. 
CHAIR: Does anyone disagree? No 
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Recess. 

BETH OWEN: I have a dream! Idea of achievement merits gives you a 
rebate on your loan, this is an award or incentive to get a degree. 
STEVE: Government led literacy campaign with volunteer students. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Tax incentives for people to donate to university. 
Reasons: tuition is higher, need endowment funds. 
ROD MACLEOD: Met with Minister Axworthy, idea was to allow students 
to attend to loans one year past graduation for venture capital. 
NICK BENEDICT: Need a graduate surtax on post-secondary education. 
ANDREW MCELHERAN: Need to encourage research in both applied and 
theoretical research. also students should have a benchmark for quality. 
STEVE: Need more programs like "Science Quest", allows for better 
students in the future. 
PAUL: National Job Corp. 1) government needs people to teach literacy, 
live at student loan level. extra money goes into student loan. works also 
with private companies too. 
DA YID DREWE: Need emphasis on research. 
SHAUNA CURRY: Student apprenticeships would be cool. 
ALEX: 1) Address cost of delivery of program as difference between 
university and college. Federal Government needs to reassess areas of 
expertise between universities and government. 2) need to allow undergrad 
access to research cultures at universitjes. 

GARETI POSTON: Would like to see support of use of course evaluations 
and that results be made available to students. 
LISA GRUSHCOW: Would like to see a committee on a philosophical look 
that brings together students and faculty that examines the changing role of 
university. 
DA VE DREWE: Transferability, trimester and co-op programs. 
SHAUNA CURRY: Exploration in technical and innovative ways in 
teaching need to be looked at 
JEREMY ADAMS: I think we should look at the issue of a federal funding 
program that would enhance teaching quality. 
WENDY STEW ART: Needs to look at T As. 

KYLE KASAWSKI: Wraps it up. Suggested we look at ideas in review. 
ROD MACLEOD: Some of them may not by SSR. 
KYLE KASA WSKI: Let us remove those that are not. 
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Kyle Kasawski 
Suzanne Scott 
Karen Wichuk 
Gunneet Ahluwalia 
Alex Stephens 
Andrew McElheran. 
Chris Lennon 
Wend'y Stewart 
Rod Macleod 
Alex Usher 
Nick Benedict 
Lisa Grnshcow 
Darrell Hynes 
Paul Estabrooks 
Taz Pirmohamed 
Jeff Leslie 
Shauna Curry 
Steve Codrington 
David Drewe 
Jeremy Adams 
Justin Thompson 
Russel Clark 

University of Alberta 
University of Alberta 
University of Alberta 
Unvierasity of Alberta 
University of British Columbia 
University of Calgary 
Carleton University 
Carleton University 
Dalhousie University 
McGill University 
McGill University 
McGill University 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
University of New Brnnswick 
Queens University 
University of Saskatchewan 
University of Saskatchewan\ 
University of Waterloo 
Unversity of Waterloo 
University of Western Ontario 
University of Western Ontario 
Wilfrid Laurier 

Speakers were introduced,: 
Becky Lore 
Fred Hemmingway 
Denis Stevens 

JUSTIN THOMPSONff AZ PIRMOHAMED 
- are not in favour of increases in tuition 

four problems with the Student Aid Program 
1. Reliance on a flawed Means Assessment (judged by parent's jobs) 
2 . Fixed Repayment Schedule 

-pay back within 10 years 
-no connection to income 

3 . Loans limits are too low 
-does not recognize cost of living 

4. Subsidies are based on financial situation prior to attending 
university 
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JUSTIN THOMPSON 
Advantages of merging current Student Aid Program with other progrnms? 
Must create one whole new system. 

I. Two separate systems may confuse people 
2. Can decrease costs - why create parallel bureaucracy 
3. Attempt to eliminate risk sharing system 

Classical model - must be involved 
- university accessible - no means testing 

no payments are required below a certain income level 
repayment amounts vary with income 
after a specified time all loans are forgiven 
all payments collected through income tax system 
interest accumulate begins immediately 
loans should cover all of students expenses (with a ceiling) 
work in conjunction with grant system 

- flexible repayment 
- cap on total amount available for borrowing 
- no loan forgiveness, pay until paid off - made possible through "blanket 

interest subsidy" 
- do not cover living expenses - only tuition 
- no means assessment 
- threshold 

Combination/Alternative Model - Principle of Manageable Deficit 
- no means assessment 
- loans would cover all costs up to a ceiling - caps should vary by region 
- flexible work payment rates 
- only provide interest subsidy to those in need 

GURMEEf AHLUWALIA: Would that be like the threshold level? 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: No base threshold, people pay different amounts 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: Reflect each individual loan and income. 
Government helps out throughout the loans, rather than writing it off in the 
end anyhow 
BETH OWEN: Means assessment for interest paym~nt? 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: No, becau!'.'~ it is based on income, dependency, an<i 
spousal income. 
JASON ALLEN: Does the government subsidize interest payments, but not 
principle? 
T AZ PIRMOHAMED: Yes. Assumption that people will pay it back. Issue 
of not having a threshold at all. Payroll deduction, involving private sector -
slowly taking away and paying backjust like UI etc. "payroll tax" . Do not 
want to link ICLR with tuition. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Government may as well be giving grants if tht:>y 
want higher tuition for students. If tuition gets too high. it will deter peopk. 
SUZANNE SCOTT: What is the reasoning behind no me:;:inc.- ;:i.c.-!'.\es5 ment? 
T AZ PIRMOHAMED: Most flawed part of system. No incentive for 
students to take on a debt. Make it accessible to everyone. Key role of 
Student Aid Officer 
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JEFF LESLIE: How much money do we think we have. Not enough 
money for everyone who needs a loan. Need two bureaucracies to take care 
of this is not true. Instead, have it so that everyone who needs the money 
gets it and those who do not need it cannot get it. Have everyone 
independent. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Capital will come from federal government. Make 
it open to everyone. 
BETH OWEN: Number of students who receive trust funds etc. must be 
taken into consideration. Where did the income output (70/20/10) come 
from? 
T AZ PIRMOHAMED: Not scientific. 
BETH OWEN: We need accurate figures 
WENDY S1EWART: How do you feel that there is no incentive to borrow 
money, people could loan, invest. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: There are ways to put di sincentives. 
FRED HEMMINGWAY: Market rate of interest for students. Find a 
balance between poor and students .. 
T AZ PIRMOHAMED: Current OSAP system, people know they can · 
default on system. Proposed system is a lot harder to default. 
PAUL ESTABROOKS: Asked regarding the debt limit. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Commented on Target Interest Subsidy -
Manageable Debt Load. 
CHRIS LENNON: When does interest kick in? Every summer? 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: We do not want interest to occur. Possibly begin 
immediately after security. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Caught in a strange situation. Do not want tu ition 
increases, but need capital right now. 
FRED HEMMINGWAY: Cautious as we approach issue of loans. Potential 
for sign up in loans, government costs. May create environment where there 
is a greater incentive to increase tuition. Living in uncertain economic 
times. Lifelong learning. Each person owes $30,000 by the year 2000. Can 
a graduate afford to repay the debt? Are governments prepared to pay it? 
Assumption is that if there is no interest, everyone would be borrowing. 
Cei ling on loans is very important, it has to be costed. Need to address 
various issues ie. married students. 
STEVE CODRINGTON: Questioned Income sensitive/contingent 
difference? Debt limits reasonable for graduates. Why can't we make 
money from loans while the bank can? 
HEMMINGWAY: Private sector has an efficient system. 
KYLE KASAWSKI: Commented on the graduate surtax. Harmonization 
of Canadian loans, student loans - clarified points. 
HEMMINGWAY: Should have one repayment scheme. Harmoni ze. 
synchronize loan schemes. Commented on graduate surtax and equity 
issues. 
JEFF LESLIE: The Government should be a lending insti tution, can make 
money - learn from banks. 
HEMMINGWAY: The advantage with a Bank is that they are not 
concerned regarding politics and are not subject to the same kinds of 
pressure. 
DENNIS STEVENS: Political element is big. Possible for government to 
be like a bank, would not be hard. Federal Government are behind the 
curves of this issue, need more information. They are trying to set up a 
mechanism whereby students can have more input. There is a conference in 
January. 
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Tuition is going up and will be double in 10 to 15 years. Bootstrappers, 
people that have left school but want to come back (in their 30s), need to 
consider them too. No new signal of sources of revenue. ICR option has 
some appeal. Trying to secure a funding base. View out there is (not 
popular among students) graduates will earn 40% more than those that do 
not. During recession people with education were 113 of the unemployed. 
Not very fair, but graduates are a bit more capable of paying, with is elitist. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Elite issues are not credible with students. Tax minds 
of future. screw minds of future. Demographics about older studencs -
clarify? 
DENNIS STEVENS: There is a significanc percencage out there chat want to 
go back to school - should support them and how? Loan scheme. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Students have no money out of high school. Need 
money. Older people are a minority , also have means to go back to school 
they have savings. , 
DENNIS STEVENS: Have to be careful, low income people with debts also 
want to go back to school. 
PA UL ESTABROOKS: People without resources if they do not have means 
now, they will not later. How does raising tuition and giving more 
accessibility make sense? 
DENNIS STEVENS: Accessibility is making it easier to pay more. 
NICK BENEDICT: Saying that tuition will not go up with a 2.6 bill cutback 
is not thinking ahead. The provinces are going to have to make up the 
shortfall, and they will tum to the students in the way of increased tuition. 
DENNIS STEVENS: Ultimately your responsibility is to pay back. 
"Passing the buck". Universities must be run as efficiently as possible, but 
universities must cut some money too. Everything is being cut, need to 
assess how efficiently universities are spending their money. 
BECKY LORE: Hers is a working person's view. Regarding default rate: 
-because of bank system 
-banks say students are high maintenance, don't track them down as much 
(government will pay them back if the student doesn't) 
-not aJI students fault 
On income contingent: 
-sensitive, good direction 
-government will not do away with needs assessment 
-parent/approval contribution encourage it by incentives eg. tax breaks 
~problem with underground economy (students could use this) to hide 
mcome 
LISA GRUSHCOW: Regarding linking contributions with taxes: 
-increase eligibility of parents 
-catch parents that are taking credit for it though they are not contributing? 
ROD MACLEOD: Asked regarding RSPs. Disincentive for parents to 
invest in child's education - tax reforms. 
BECKY LORE: Tax credit for parents different from tuition credit. RSPs 
should be taken into account. 
T AZ PIRMOHAMED: Regarding tax breaks: 
-benefit parents 
-parents not supporting their children now. this will not tum them around 
-Ontario exemptions are not an effective way 
-tax idea good for those that are already contributing to child's education. buc 
does not reall y affect the ones that are not 
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BECKY LORE: Regarding.parents contributions: 
-discretionary income vs. gross income 
-independent status easy to get in our government 

Page 5 
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ATIENDANCE Kyle Kasawski 
Suzanne Scott 
Karen Wichuk 
Gurmeet Ahluwalia 
Alex Stephens 
Andrew McElheran 
Chris Lennon 
Wendy Stewart 
Rod MacLeod 
Alex Usher 
Nick Benedict 
Lisa Grushcow 
Darrell Hynes 
Paul Estabrooks 
Taz Pirmoharned 
Jeff Leslie 
Shauna Curry 
Steve Codrington 
David Drewe 
Jeremy Adams 
Justin Thompson 
Russel Clark 

University of Alberta · 
University of Alberta 
University of Alberta 
Unvierasity of Alberta 
University of British Columbia 
University of Calgary 
Carleton University 
Carleton University 
Dalhousie University 
McGill University 
McGill University 
McGill University 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
University of New Brunswick 
Queens University 
University of Saskatchewan 
University of Saskatchewan\ 
University of Waterloo 
Unversity of Waterloo 
University of Western Ontario 
University of Western Ontario 
Wilfrid Laurier 

THORSTON DUEBEL. Department of Advanced Education 
- important to look at which level of government is financing Post 

Secondary Education 
- explained history of federal spending on Post Secondary Education (PS 

Financing) 
- 1976 was the base year for establishing the block fund. Before was 50/50 

(for each provincial dollar the federal government reimbursed 50¢) with 
cost sharing for health and education. 

- provinces are unhappy with this arrangement 
1977 renegotiated and converted these cost-sharing arrangements into a 
block fund. Independent of how much the province was spending 

- split the 1976 transfer in half. 
Bottom - cash transfers 
Top - tax transfers - Federals decreased the taxes by 13.5% and provincial 
taxes increased by 13.5% 
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- cash transfers kept increasing as did the value of tax transfers 
- beginning to run up federal deficits and decided to contain the growth of 

the cash 
- as of 1986 these two components no longer calculated independently 

capped the total entitlement 
- let it grow by GNP - 2% 
- cash to provinces started to decrease as value of tax transfer increased 
- 1990 entitlement frozen, eliminated any connection to growth of the 

economy 
- 1994 formula changed again. GNP 3% pretty much the same as a freeze 

in this eco envisionment 
- cash will run out at some point ( l 0-12 years) 
- GNP formula calculated each year, a compounded three year average used 

in the formula 

- Minister Axworthy says we have two choices which are: 
a) continue on course towards elimination of cash transfers 
b) take whatever remains and convert it into ICS loans, which will 
result in capped tuition since this will result in a real loss of provincial 
government revenues. and institutions will have to deal with it. Students 
forced to assume a greater debt load 

- difference between what he is suggesting, to take the cash transfers away 
next year, and status quo - phase it out over lO to 17 years 

- the tax transfers, while intended for PSE, are not under any legislation and 
since not earmarked may go to meet any provincial government shortfalls 

- tax position spent on PSE probably varies widely from province to 
province 

- National Health Act conditionally came into play in 1984 
- PSE- no legislation to deduct transfers when not spent on PSE -

introduced conditionality. 

JEFF LESLIE: Suggested changes from per capita to per student basis, 
similar to a voucher system. Transfer directly to institutions rather than 
through provinces. Federals shyed away from conditions in PSE after the 
political heating they took regarding the Health Act. federal Government's 
proposal will remove immediately $2 billion. Real long term possibilities 
include imposing conditions on PS institutions, look at where loans are 
spent. Designate preference for certain programs, impose standards. Trying 
to derive some alternatives and figure out the number of students as a 
percentage of the population. Some inter regional distribution. l 9T! tax 
portion effectively turned over to the provinces ( 13.5% switch in collection 
of income taxes). Originally the provinces held all of the tax transfers at tax 
agreements. AUCC suggesting a break down of these transfers , designating 
certain amounts for research. loans, etc. 

On education the constitution (93) states it is exclusive of the jurisdiction of 
the provinces .. But federal spending power entitles government to spend as 
they wish. including transfers for these jurisdictions, can do this as long as 
they do not get involved in micro management. What if value of tax points 
pushes out cash transfer - no one has considered this possibility. Provincial 
governments can not influence value of tax points by adjusting their tax rates 
since the formula is based on federal income tax revenues 

·•. 
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JUSTIN THOMPSON: On how EPF can be broken down: 
- current proposal the federal government transfer 2 billion to students 

directly, 500 million to administration program and provide subsidy 
approximating 100% higher in tuition 
AUCC proposes that federal government maintain certain amount of EPF 
500 million direct EPF transfer 
500 million to universities in research inf rastrocture 
one billion for loans, students pay back 650 to 750 million (less than 
currently proposed) 
subsidy by government 250 to 350 million for administration of the 
program. getting much less back, equal to 50% increase in tuition 

- the concern by federal and provincial governments is that numbers will 
not add up 

- many universities will not endorse it 
- federal government intrigued by proposal conceptually 

proposal bears the mask of A UCC 
- some attempt to reform system 
- Que?ec institutions will not endorse it and have already lost a whole 

provmce 
- western provinces have adopted it. UNB has not, UofA likes it from the 

point of view of research information and want to link it with teaching 

- initial reaction was skeptical about numbers especially the increases in 
tuitions, which vary tremendously across Canada as the percentage of 
operating costs, dependant upon jurisdictions 

- federal government has been promising a technical paper regarding post 
secondary education 

- benefit of this proposal is a modification of the status quo and still a 
federal commitment to provinces as well as an increase in student loans 

- could remove one of their concerns 
- White Paper. by year 2000 students will pay 30% of the cost of their 

education this proposal would fit within their own tuition fee policy 
- has a 30no split commitment for cost of operation 

500 million accounts for forgiveness, defaults, subsidies. decreased grants 
- one possibility being considered if federal government removes the cash 

portion and increases tax portion 
Alberta's goal to convert cash to tax, inproves accountability of system 

- debate federal government has no role in PSE (financing) 
- will not likely "fly" when considering federal governments financial 

situation 
- still takes the tax points l 0-12 years to make up the loss of the cash. the 

federal government does not tell us this. 
federal government has flatlined funding 

- is it not important to spend more in order to sustain growth, will this be 
made up with increases in tuition 

- limiting role of federal government in PSE is a problem 
- Minister Axworchy says more money will be injected into system, which 

is doubtful since the federal commitment would be reduced. 

PAUL ESTABROOKS 
- annual pro.vincial contribution $240 million 

c._sh portion 1/3 and want to cut this out of total funding for operations 
- current tuition is $2,400 .. which is 25% of cost of operating 
- cut l/3, increase tuition. tuition 5,730, with adjustment for cost likely 

$6.200 
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- cut the cash in 1994, tax points take about 10 years to make up this loss to 
maintain 6.1 

- no one wants to address this wedge 
- federal government is not willing to answer this question 1500 tuition 

increases won't cover it 
- correct to say that at the end of the 10 year cycle there will be more 

money for student loans but no consideration for short term 

- goal of session is to come up with a proposal regarding transfer payments 
to present to Minister Axworthy 

ALEX STEPHENS 
Suggested that each school present the core of the proposal, only mention 
new aspects and focus strictly on EPF 

- some levels of cash transfers to government maintained, a federal 
government cannot coordinate role to maintain quality across the system 

- impress upon the Government the need to earmark funds, similar to the 
Health Act 

- minimum national standards 
- renewed federal commitment for PSE. with federal provincial 

cooperation 
- basing EPF funding on per student rather than per capita basis 
- there must be maintenance of EPF, qualification attached to transfer will 

this have a constitutional implication. They might write us off. Write in 
that we recognize these difficulties/barriers 

- express support that the tax points belong to provinces 
- education an investment, not an expense, market it as so 
- any funding should be tied to inflation and growth 
- research funding should be earmarked separately, through a national or 

whatever research council flatlined in absolute terms (commitment of 6.1) 
won't work 

(.,._1.;rcL~c;, 
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why doesn't federal government continue to increase EPF as taxes 
increase. a windfall for them 
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- government should be encouraged to reactivate Council of Ministers of 
Education of Canada (CMEC), will play a forefront role 

- Minister Axworthy has not been explicit where the savings are, where are 
the numbers coming from 

- supposed to be more documentation by federals. need to have concise 
stats on funding 

- funding not staying at 6.1 level buys less and less, not enough to fund our 
universities if the government wants to endorse. Assumes enrollment 
levels will stay the same and is not likely if tuition increases so drastically 

- 6.1 is not a cap, it exists until the cash portion runs out. at that time any 
tax increases will be transferred 

- yet Minister Ax.worthy said it is flatlined, will remain at 6. 1 
- contradiction regarding perception of a cap, needs to be clarified 
- state the assumptions we are working with in our proposal, stating our 

position on both sides 
- tax revenue for entire country, equalizing forces of EPF eliminated, can't 

generalize, should be a criticism as a national issue 
- must be a qualification of how money is spent. greater accountability with 

higher tuition and higher demand for spots/entrance. 
- the situation varies drastically from province to province this must be 

acknowledged in any proposal 
- big problem is vagueness with this paper. a proposal is a way to get a firm 

idea of where they stand by telling them our presumptions, if we are 
incorrect they will tell us so 

- some level of cash transfer 
- federal government to have an entrenched role in PSE. maintain standards 

and equality across the country, conditionality similar to a National 
Health Act 

- federal government to have a leadership role in maintenance of standards 
- earmark the cash transfers to PSE, attach accountability and conditions on 

money 
- outline and implicitly identify how the money is to be spent 
- capture notion of per student basis. for funding in the proposal if not 

necessarily highlighted 
- per student basis as a different way of earmarking EPF money, re

evaluation of determining levels of funding; parameters 
- present an either/or allow nothing stance 
- examine which other constituencies are effected by EPF and how they 

will be affected should a per student basis be endorsed 
- mention in passing that increase tax points 
- support money belongs to the provinces (historically belonged to 

provinces) does not need to be stressed 
- Minister Axworthy said that the cash portion is the only part they can tie 

any conditions to they recognize that tax points are not theirs 
- we will have to make a contribution to deficit reduction 
- can't treat universities like other social programs "we are an investment", 

human capital 
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- some level of cash transfer 
- federal government to have an entrenched role in PSE, maintain standards 

and equality across the country, conditionally similar to a National Health 
Act 

- federal government to have a leadership role in maintenance of standards 
- earmark the cash transfers to PSE, attach accountability and conditions on 

money 
- outline and implicitly identify how the money is to be spent 
- capture notion of per student basis, for funding in the proposal if not 

necessarily highlighted 
- per student basis as a different way of earmarking EPF money, re

evaluation of determining levels of funding, parameters 
- present an either/or allow nothing stance 
- examine which other constituencies are effected by EPF and how they 

will be affected should a per student basis be endorsed 
- mention in passing that increase tax points 
- support money belongs to the provinces (historically belonged to 

provinces) does not need to be stressed 
- Minister Ax.worthy said that the cash portion is the only part they can tie 

any conditions to they recognize that tax points are not theirs 
- we will have to make a contribution to deficit reduction 
- can't treat universities like other social programs "we are an investment" , 

human capital 

SHAUNA CURRY: Is tax point federal money or provincial money? We 
need to know this. 
WSTIN THOMPSON: We shouldn't make that stance will be mentioned in 
passing. . 
STEVE CODRINGTON: Should mention war effort. Tell them spend one 
dollar make four dollars 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: Bureaucrats may judge this as flexible. 
NICK BENEDICT: We must say education is an invesonent. 
GURMEET AHLUWALIA: Debt reduction through investment in 
education is not cutting 
ANDREW MCELHERAN: Added benefits for example research. 
ROD MACLEOD: Be careful that we do not sound like CFS. 
ALEX USHER: We should get the government to do some cost benefit 
analysis. which includes human capita, increased income economic growth 
ANDREW MCELHERAN: Tried to tell provincial government that and 
they said it was our fault. 
NICK BENEDICT: Graduate Surtax Proposal, hits not just new graduates, 
but all graduates since the 1960s. Example 1 % surtax over and above 
income tax for all those who have a PSE degree. Hits everybody, grads who 
benefited from cheap education also have to pay. "Retroactive" membership 
for those who graduated in 1960s will start paying now as well 

' 
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STEVE CODRINGTON ... Need to back-up "Education is an investment". 
Bring credibility to our argument. Economic spin-offs $1 .00 = $4.00. Also 
talk regarding spin-off companies. 
SHAUNA CURRY: Do not limit ourselves to one option. List them off and 
get government to do research. 
STEVE CODRINGTON: Put GSP as part of ICLR discussion 
JEREMY ADAMS: Do not get hung up on this issue. Any statement of 
investment must be put in context, we have a special interest. 
KYLE KASA WSKI: Should say education is an investment 
DARRELL HYNES: Should we want some input on how money is spent? 
What accountability do we expect? What about spending? Are these 
options that we should explore. 
SUZANNE SCOTT: We should be responsible. Read the Globe article 
regarding Youth Uprising. We do have power. We should use it 
(responsibly) nothing wrong with getting a little mad. 
CHRIS LENNON: This type of study is long-term. They will be cutting 
$25 billion. We need to tell them WHERE. We need to give them 
alternatives "Education is an investment" is good PR. nothing else. We have 
until next September. 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: We have a chance because they have not decided. 
STEVE CODRINGTON: We need to put input on other parts of Green 
Paper. It will add to our credibility to tell them not only "Education is an 
investment", but also how to use their investment better, for example 
volunteer programs. 
DA YID DREWE: There is a sense of urgency here. We need them to have 
time for other options if we get them to change their minds. 
JUSTIN TIIOMPSON: Are we willing to say we can increase tuition, we 
are willing to share the costs if there is a good Student Aid Program in 
place? 
ROD MACLEOD: Minister Axworthy says 10% increases are not 
changing enrollment. His plan calls for minimum 15% increase. This will 
hamper enrollment Better loan program will not help this much. 
STEVE CODRINGTON: By saying that, Justin, we can be seen as agreeing 
with the GP and that is wrong, there if a difference between. 
JUSTIN TIIOMPSON: We cannot say put more money in PSE 
SUZANNE SCOTT: We can give a good business argument. for the 
investment. We already said we would increase our costs and share with our 
province. It would be very tough to say that again. 
KAREN WICHUK: We will stan on areas we all agree upon. 

1. Some level of cash transfers to province should be maintained 
2. a) We need a leadership role in PSE by Federal Government 

b) Federal Financial responsibility 
-solidify government responsibility 
-money earmarked for PSE by federal government 

Discussion ensued by University of McGill and University of Waterloo on 
not using "leadership role" . Something else should be used. as it would be 
boldly perceived by Quebec. 
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3. The support money that belongs to provinces in tax points 
2. Solidifying government responsibility 
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2. a) We need a responsible role (accountable) for federal government in 
PSE 

2. Solidifying government fiscal responsibility 

Delegates were asked if they agree that research funds should be earmarked? 

STEVE LAURIER: How are administrative costs divided between research 
and teaching. Should some of the research funds be covered by our tuition 
as students benefit too. 
WENDY STEWART: I am also taking notes. 
LISA GRUSHCOW: We need to have some accountability for spending 
and work both in teaching and research. 
JEREMY ADAMS: We should not target specific funding for research. He 
agrees with A VCC position on research. WE should support maintenance of 
stron.g research levels. 
ALEX STEPHENS: His reservation on targeting research functions. 
Balance on teaching and research varies across the country. This will affect 
funding. Universities should be encouraged to give undergraduates access to 
research "culture" not a practical way at dividing financing. 
JEFF LESLIE: Hard to universalize across the country a balance between 
research and teaching. Research has to be recognized. 
NICK BENEDICT: If we talk about research, full cost of research including 
overhead costs) should be included. 
MODERATOR: Research and teaching are interlinked 
KAREN WICHUK: Agreed. 
STEVE LAURIER: Should community service also be included? 
Many members of the community take courses. External consulting costs 
are also included in community service. 
KAREN WICHUK: Do we want to address community service separately? 
JEREMY ADAMS: I do not think we should as it is too diverse to get an 
agreed upon statement. 
JEFF LESLIE: By including student in community our image is enhanced. 
LISA GRUSHCOW: Suggested a cost/benefit study of university (res.). 
We need to re-examine the role of universities. 
SUZANNE SCOTT: While community service is vital, we do not have 
strong enough arguments to include it here. It should be included as a 
benefit. 
KAREN WICHUK: Are we in agreement " teaching & research" are inter
related? 
STEVEN CODRINGTON: We are getting too far into areas of provincial 
concern. We need to focus and avoid diluting issue by going too far on 
Federal/Provincial areas. 
ANDREW MCELHERAN: Teaching and research are linked. 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: Community service, research, teaching are all 
related, all universities do them. Do we agree that the Federal Government 
needs to provide some funding for research? (direct and indirect). 
KAREN WICHUK: We support maintenance of research support. 
PAUL ESTABROOKS: For maximum credibility we need to support 
community service and research as it will broaden support. 

\ 
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BEIB OWEN: If we get too bogged down in research, we will miss the 
opportunity to talk about it later. 
JEREMY ADAMS: I do not see community service as related to EPF. 
What does community service mean? Is it charity support, community 
research, etc.? We need to focus on investment in education. 
DAVID DREWE: Two different discllssion on community - professors 
involvement vs. students. Community service by professors is essential. 
TAZ PIRMOHAMED: Either agree on or take it off. 
KAREN WICHUK: Communi_ty service if off. Do we need precise stats on 
funding? ie. Qualifying how the money is spent? 
ALEX USHER: We need more specification. 
KAREN WICHUK: Also administrative responsibility on how money is 
spent. 
DA VE DREWE: More precise stats on how much federal money is being 
transferred for PSE and how much is actually being spent by the provinces. 
NICK BENEDICT: We won' t get any new figures. The data is already 
available 
JEFF LESLIE: Important that we should talk about funding as Provincial 
and Federal Governments are not agreeing on how PSE cash and tax points 
are being spent. We should be able to see how PSE universities etc. spend 
their dollars. 
STEVE CODRINGTON: Funding transparency for provincial, federal and 
institutions. 
JEREMY ADAMS: No one should be off the hook. 
KAREN WICHUK: We are out of time and have many other subjects to 
discuss. We need a working group to word what we have agreed upon. 
KYLE KASAWSKI: Justin Thompson from the University of Western 
Ontario should be included. 
KAREN WICHUK: We need student loans etc. to be discussed. 

EPF Group will include: 
David Dre we. University of Waterloo 
Justin Thompson, University of Western Ontario 
Shauna Curry, University of Saskatchewan 
Andrew McElheran, University of Calgary 

NEXT TOPIC: STUDENT LOANS 
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ATI'ENDANCE 

1. 
KYLE KASAWSKI 

Kyle Kasawski 
Suzanne Scott 
Karen Wichuk 
Gurmeet Ahluwalia 
Alex Stephens 
Andrew McElheran 
Wendy Stewart 
Rod MacLeod 
Nick Benedict 
Lisa Grushcow 
Darrell Hynes 
Paul Estabrooks 
Jeff Leslie 
Shauna Curry 
Steve Codrington 
David Drewe 
Jeremy Adams 
Justin Thompson 
Russel Clark 

University of Alberta 
University of Alberta 
University of Alberta 
Unvierasity of Alberta 
University of British Columbia 
University of Calgary 
Carleton University 
Dalhousie University 
McGill University 
McGill University 
Memorial University of Newfoundland 
University of New Brunswick 
University of Saskatchewan 
University of Saskatchewan 
University of Waterloo 
U nversity of Waterloo 
University of Western Ontario 
University of Western Ontario 
Wilfrid Laurier 

Kyle Kasawski gave the opening remarks. 

- welcomed all the delegates 
- first part of the conference will be to address a section of the Green Paper 

(policy) 
- second part - building a good structure for CASA 
- problem before with Winds of Change was a small group format caused 

some controversy and appears elitist. any organization formed should not 
be elitist 

- smaller group facilitates consensus and is why this philosophy was 
adopted 

- most sessions will have resource people, can ask them questions 
- if any institutions who has brought or wish to present position papers 

hand them into Kyle Kasawski at least a day before 
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- Green Paper broken into five sections 
- Dennis Stevens from Human Resources. Minister Lloyd Axworthy' s 

office will be attending Friday 
- Minister Axworthy was egged at a rally in Ottawa. which was a hostile 

crowd 
- Standing Committee -Maurizio Bevilaqua coming Friday morning 

office in room 2210, volunteers are needed to help organize proposal to 
be presented 

- have outlined fundamental issues. if there are any missing bring them to 
our attention before Friday 

- on Saturday will break into small groups taking the ideas that were 
created on Friday. Groups will first do a little debate, there will be a lot 
of writing and discussion regarding the principles established on Friday 

GOALS 
Part One 
Part Two 

To create a policy paper to present 
To have a written constitution for CASA 

The hospitality suite and office are located in room 2210. 

Bets will be taken tonight regarding the football game. 

KAREN WICHUK: We will be starting promptly, adhering to the 
schedules. It is important that everyone be part of the discussions. A 
relaxed Robert' s Rules of Order will be used. This is a conference of 
consensus building, some compromise will take place, this is not new. 
Constructive discussion with room for disagreement, keep communication 
open. Flow chart will be used. each time a consensus is reached it will be 
marked on the chart and the issue will not be revisited. Must keep moving 
forward. If there is a problem with her style of facilitating, please let her 
know. All issues must be dealt with. if consensus is not reached the issue 
will be revisited (later) 

ROD MACLEOD: Has a different perception regarding this conference. At 
the Ottawa meeting tried to resolve the major issues regarding CASA 
(structure and policy) , took a lot of work/hours to reach consensus. 
Questioned that the issues that have reached consensus seem to be revisited 
in the itinerary. It will be hard enough to write a constitution. let alone deal 
with these massive issues which were dealt with in August. Should we 
redirect our efforts? 

KAREN WICHUK: Suggested having a survey to determine where 
everyone stands on the issues. prior to Friday. 
JEFF LESLIE: Many issues that the Steering Committee addressed were not 
brought up in Ottawa and need to be examined before 2:00 pm on Friday. 
JEREMY ADAMS: Feels 2:00 pm on Friday is far too late to reach a 
consensus. Must incorporate into the itinerary some discussion tomorrow. 
JUSTIN THOMPSON: Must talk about the issues. 
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ROD MACLEOD: Hesitates to deal with all of them. Focus instead on the 
gray areas. 
SIB~ CODRINGT?N: Supports the "survey" ~ethod. What exactly are 
we trymg to accomplish and the scope of the organization. Was 
uncomfortable with the Ottawa discussions, the group seemed to be trying to 
accomplish all for everyone. 
SUZANNE SCOTT: There are different perceptions as to what was agreed 
upon at Ottawa. Suggested a revised agenda with a general group discussion 
on Friday to confirm or debate what the Steering Committee decided upon. 
Suggested either a debate of all the issues or just debating issues facing 
disagreement. . 
KYLE KASA WSKI: What has come out of the Steering Committee and 
Ottawa should complement the itinerary very well. Our principle ideals are 
what we should arrive at Friday afternoon. 
STEVE CODRINGTON: Suggested three minutes for institution reports. 
JEFF LESLIE: Suggested the Steering Committee meet before Friday, 
establish a common ground to start on. define what has been done since 
Ottawa, clarify and straighten out the problems. 
KAREN WICHUK: Wished the delegates the best of luck. Congratulated 
delegates on the work they have done and hoped the conference is 
productive. 

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA 
SUZANNE SCOTT, President 
- a plan regarding the Green Paper has been delayed 

have publicized the Green Paper contents in the Gateway newspaper 
starting a post card campaign 
UofA Fertile Ground Scorched Earth juxtaposition campaign 
working with faculty association and Grads Students' Association 
looking at a better campaign to alumni/parents to inform them 
poster campaign along same theme 
lack of presentations to Minister Axworthy 
thinking of all presidents at the UofA to go to Ottawa in December 
there is not a lot of interest in the Green Paper on campus 
there is a great interest in a national student lobby 

MCGILL UNIVERSITY 
NICK BENEDICT, Vice-President External Affairs 
- demonstration at University of Ottawa, sent 50 busloads from Quebec 
- Minister Axworthy was on campus one month ago 
- have written a counter proposal and will be presenting it to Minister 

Axworthy and Dube, the Quebec Education critic on Monday 

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONT ARIO 
JUSTIN THOMPSON, President 
- students are upset they did not send a delegation to the demonstration but 

wanted to be clear on their position 
- will have a joint public forum 
- mass alumni mailing is planned to inform 
- student movement so far regarding the Green Paper has broken up, nice to 

develop some cohesion regarding the coordinate postcard campaigns 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY 
ANDREW MCELHERAN, Vice-President External 
- have taken the time to develop a response with expectations and they will 

meet with the committee, just found out they have been blocked out. 
some opportunity in Ottawa at more hearings 
developing a strategy to encourage grass roots movement along a Dick 
and Jane theme 
looking to develop a consistent national voice, is very interested in this 
organization 

UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
ALEX STEPHENS, Policy Analyst 
- Leah Costello should be speaking but is at a demonstration in Vancouver 

where the Committee is meeting 
working group for students to come together and respond via public 
forums 
commented on the participation at the Ottawa demonstration and 
advertising 
meeting with their MPs 
the Provincial Minister of Education on our side with common ground 
with university, students' union and Provincial Government is rare 
same problem with the Standing Committee, turned down, people agree 
regarding not be slotted time 
community outreach plans are being put together, get the word out 

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO 
STEVE CODRINGTON, President 
- organized a rally in front of the Liberal MP' s office 

Want to befriend the aged population for reasons they did not participate 
in Ottawa's rally 
held a forum with 250 students and 21.5 MPs came out. established 
exactly what the Green Paper said, more than just financial aspect. 
brought out positives whereever possible 
commented on the postcard campaign 
trying to include voters and businesses 
the President is in favour of tuition deregulation 

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONT ARIO 
JUSTIN TIIOMPSON. President 
con't 
- the meeting with Minister Axworthy was effective 
- surprised him with some questions. got the idea he was listening 
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UNIVERSITYOF SASKATCHEWAN 
SHAUNA CURRY, President 
- lobbying, rallying with community with good media coverage 

serious commitment by students - $25,000.00 

- --- -- --
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$20,000. from the Provincial Government ($7,500. for UofS) for students 
to respond to the Green Paper, research and support help also will be 
provided, access to government information in preparing their brief and to 
prepare the University of Saskatchewan's 
will not be heard at the Standing Committee 
established Action for Students, focus on communication. public 
awareness 
contact with media good. thorough coverage by campus newspaper with 
half of back page - a timeline 
Jeff Leslie the Vice-President External was on CBC Morning Edition with 
the President of Canadian Chamber of Conference 

- future strategy, common effort is necessary 
- circulated his strategy of: internal community awareness. 

provincial/community awarenes_s and national awareness 

CARLETON UNIVERSITY 
WENDY STEWART, Finance Commissioner 
- counting on CASA for their lobbying effort 

established a Student Awareness Committee 
was at CFS last week, tried to determine what other schools are doing 
David Cook came to campus 
Board of Governors did an open forum with their financial statements, 
where the cuts were made regarding transfer payments and where they 
were going to try to make them up 

UNIVERSITY OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 
PETE 
- will hold a referendum to determine whether or not to pull out of CFS 

looking for a student lobby group 
held a black ribbon campaign to protest Minister Axworthy reforms 
classroom speaking going well 
students do not know much about it, trying to inform 
flyer campaign, use of media 
meeting with the Provincial Government 

WILFRID LAURIER 
RUSSEL CLARK 
- students apathetic but not a lot of information has been provided for them 

yet, waiting for results of this conference 
- main goal would be that something comes out of this in the form of a 

student lobby group. lean and well respected 
challenge each other to ensure an efficient organization 

- want to see more accountability from the Provincial Government 
regarding where money is being spent 
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MEMORIAL UNNERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
DARRELL HYNES, Vice-President Academic 
- good media coverage 
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- waiting to hear whether they can present to the Standing Committee 
- backs the UNB student proposal in principle 
- frustrated by lack of provincial response 
- a National Student Organization needs to be lean, credible and respected 

to play a strong role politically 

DALHOUSIE UNNERSITY 
BETH OWEN, Vice-President Academic 
- have not heard whether they can present their brief to the Standing 

Committee 
made presentations to the financial committee 
Dalhousie has a spot in front of the HRD 
facing rationalization of all Nova Scotia schools at the same time 
wants a national group to take over so they can focus on rationalization 
a rally approach has not worked 
focusing on disseminating information 
two opps to meet with Minister Axworthy 
generally a frustrating experience 
Minister Axworthy was very well prepared. willing to be flexible if 
students are really upset 

UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK 
PAUL ESTABROOKS, President 
- thanked all who helped with "no inore smoke and ~ors" 

the Prime Minister was given a copy at the UNB demonstration and has 
responded in a letter. asking the Standing Committee to take it into 
consideration 
the Provincial Government is committed to help UNB prepare their brief 
and facilitated a public forum regarding social reform 
trying to explain to students the effects of this document 
met with their MP and Minister of Advance Education one day after 
meeting with Minister Axworthy 

SUZANNE SCOTI: Has many ideas for lobbying at the University of 
Alberta. Try to coordinate our efforts. 
ALEX STEPHENS: Has any student applied and been confirmed to appear 
before the Standing Committee? 
STEVE CODRINGTON: Humor is a great ally. Blue Jeans Day to protest 
cuts. 
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ANDREW MCELHERAN: Asked for criteria upon which acceptance 
gained. Clerk from Human Resources responded that were trying to get a 
cross section selected by Committee membership. 
SUZANNE SCOTI: Every organization that applied from University of 
Alberta was turned down. Reform party had influence in determining who 
was accepted. The Committee was late in notifying groups 
ALEX STEPHENS: Possibility of joint action. Submit a letter of protest 
regarding rejection of application. Ask for an on-site visit with two or three 
members of the committee. 
DA YID DREWE: Provinces are just as scared as students, need 
cooperation. 
ALEX STEPHENS: Provincial Government and CFS BC to divide among 
schools to establish forums. 
SHAUNA CURRY: Suggested a press release, unleash the media on them. 
Fifteen schools each send a press release. make some noise. 
GURMEET AHLUWALIA: Spoke to Anne McLellan. Education Liberal 
MP. Minister of Natural Resources. She said that the Green Paper pretty 
much solidified except the education component 
KYLE KASAWSKI: Trying to get Dr. Alice Macnamera to speak at 
brunch. Had a forum on financing student education. she sat on coming to 
develop. She said originally it was supposed to be an action paper but no 
meat - a discussion paper. Employability and social security is most 
important. The leaning section is the lowest in priority, not confined by 
budget as much as the other sections. 
ROD MACLEOD: Any press release must contain Minister Axworthy' s 
quote "I challenge the students to come down and talk to me." 
NICK BENEDICT: The Provincial Government is supportive. Have made 
stickers and buttons. Meeting Lloyd on Monday collecting documents. 
Take out an adcj in Globe and Mail. Suggested a press release tomorrow. 
SUZANNE SCOTI: President of our Grad Students' Association is upset 
that Minster Axworthy said we will all be heard. CBC radio claims he has 
softened on the education component of the Green Paper. Has the fax for 
the Chair of the Human Resources and Development Committee. 

PAUL ESTABROOKS: Give him a chance to see whether or not they have 
been accepted. No budgetary constraints or limits. Education component is 
a sacrificial lamb. Minister Axworthy is willing to give. 

Scheduled for Thursday at 11 :00 am is the Steering Committee presentation. 

JUSTIN THOMPSON: Must discuss philosophical stances to establish a 
feel for where we are at in order to get around any serious differences. We 
need one geneml discussion to overview our various positions on the Green 
Paper before addressing its individual aspects. 
ROD MACLEOD: Let us ensure that we do not reiterate the issues we 
already agree upon, do not waste debate time. 


